DRIVER REHABILITATION SPECIALISTS*

Boundless Mobility
Deena Garrison Jones, OTR/L, CDRS
105 A Lew Dewitt Blvd, #225
Waynesboro VA 22980
(540) 943-3898
Email: boundlessmobility@gmail.com
  Driver Evaluations, Driver Training, Adaptive Driver Training
  (Will come to driver)

Daniel J. Cox, PhD, ABPP
Virginia Driving Safety Laboratory
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA
Contact Person: Matt Moncrief (434) 924-5913
E-mail: vdsl@virginia.edu
Website: https://med.virginia.edu/psychiatry/sections/neurocognitive-studies/virginia-driving-safety-laboratory/
  Evaluations take 60-90 minutes, reports typically ready for electronic distribution the day of or next business day. Driving training in 50 minute sessions

Driver Side Rehab
Janet Stohler, OTR/L, CDRS
102 West Cleveland Avenue
Vinton VA 24179 (5 minutes from Roanoke)
(540) 981-1665
Clinical/car

Driver Rehabilitation Center of Excellence, LLC
14101 Parke Long Ct., Suite E
Chantilly, VA 20151
Phone- (703) 345-2990
Fax- (703) 378-4900
Website – www.driverrehabcenter.com
Clinical and on road, adaptive driver and high tech training
Assistance in obtaining a 3W restriction
Katie Fair, MS, OTR/L, CDRS  
Outpatient occupational therapist  
Medstar National Rehabilitation Network  
6858 Old Dominion Drive  
Suite 200  
McLean, VA 22101  
703-288-8260 (phone)  
703-288-9316 (fax)  
Clinical & on-the-road evaluations/training in car

Rachel Feinstein, OTR/L, CDRS  
Outpatient Occupational Therapist  
Inova Mount Vernon Hospital  
2501 Parker's Lane  
Alexandria, VA 22306  
Voice: 703-664-7190  
Fax: 703-664-7423  
feinsteinr@gmail.com  
Currently treating the following conditions, only: Stroke/CVA, Brain Injury, Concussion, Spinal Cord Injury, Amputations, Neuropathy, Parkinson’s, Multiple Sclerosis, and Guillian Barre Syndrome, Dementia, Alzheimer’s, Autism, And Aspergers (Driving Simulator – 3W restriction not required)

Friendship Retirement Community  
Outpatient and Wellness Services  
391 Hershberger Rd  
Phone: 540-265-2199  
Fax: 540-265-2242  
Roanoke VA 24012  
Evaluating Therapist: Pam Hart, OTR/L

Hampton VA Medical Center  
Adaptive Driver Rehab  
100 Emancipation Drive  
Hampton, VA 23667  
757-722-9961 x 2202  
Driver Rehab Specialists:  
Arthur Jefferson  
Clayton Williams  
Anthony Jones CDRS supervisor  
Clinical and on-the-road evaluations, adaptive driver training in vehicle  
**(Veterans with Primary Care Physicians here @ the Hampton VAMC only)
Robyn Jarvis (Admissions, Woodrow Wilson Driver Rehab Program)
Mary Breister, OTR, CDRS; Kay Buchanan OTR, CDRS; Anne Weybright OTR/CDRS
WWRC Box 477
P. O. Box 1500
Fishersville VA 22939
(540) 332-7948 (Admissions Dept.)
(540) 332-7117 (OT Dept.)
State Agency – Voc. Rehab. Center
Clinical and on-the-road evaluations and training/ car and van
Can only accept referrals if sponsored by Dept. of Rehab Services (DARS). For further information regarding eligibility for DRS, contact 1-800-552-5019

Dana Moore-Wills, Licensed Occupational Therapist (OTR/L)
Certified Driver Rehabilitation Specialist (CDRS)
RVA Driver Rehab Specialists
7400 Beaufont Springs Drive, Suite 300, Richmond VA 23225
Serving Central, Northern and Eastern Virginia
(804) 464-0464
(804) 597-8757 (Fax)
Website: www.rvadriverrehab.com
Email Address: info@rvadriverrehab.com
Clinical and Behind The Wheel Driver Evaluations, In-Car Driver’s Training, Medical Driver Rehab, Vehicle modifications, Adaptive Driver Training.
***Final Reports sent to Referral Source on Evaluation Day
***Assistance in obtaining a 3W Restriction.

Gregory Rinehardt, CDRS
Convenience Driving School
2677 Steelsburg Highway Suite 1
Cedar Bluff, VA 24609
Phone: (276) 971-4052
E-mail: conveniencedriving@yahoo.com
Clinical Assessment/In-Car Evaluation
Valley Health Outpatient Rehab Services
Deborah Bender, OTR/L, CDRS
Sylvia Canturk, OTR/L, CDRS
333 West Cork St.
Winchester, VA  22601
(540)536-5114 
(540)536-1180
Clinical and on the road evaluations and training, adaptive driver training

Sentara Therapy Center
Tiffany Mills OTR/L
301 Riverview Ave. Suite 202
Norfolk VA 23510
(757) 252-9420  option 1
Fax (757) 961-3348
Clinical Assessment

John H. Vaughter, BS, M.Ed., CDRS 
Justin Vaughter, BS, M.Ed, CDRS
Certified Driver Driver Rehabilitation Specialist
Capital Driver Rehabilitation Consultants Driving School, LLC
Serving Central, Northern and Eastern Virginia
Phone number: (804) 592-7019 for appointments
Answering service (866) 247 – 6467 
Fax: (804) 451 - 0607
Web site: www.capitaldriverrehab.com
Email address: capitaldriverrehab@gmail.com
Clinical and behind the wheel evaluations/training-car, standard and high tech van.
Assistance with obtaining a 3W restriction.
Technical assistance with van modifications.
Web site: www.excellenceinaging.org
Clinical and on-the-road evaluations and training; driver simulation assessments and adaptive driver training
Assistance with obtaining 3W restrictions
Technical assistance for vehicle modifications

Please Note:
If you are unable to locate a Certified Driver Rehabilitation Specialist (CDRS) within Virginia that is near you, you may want to visit www.aded.net to locate a CDRS that is closer to you but in another state. DMV will accept a report from an out-of-state driver rehab specialist as long as he/she is a CDRS.

*This list is not all-inclusive. Several of the contacts have many Driver Rehab Specialists or OTR/Ls located within their facility
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